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Hivatalos Masolat! = Official Copy

The Uzgorod Police Captain

Honorable
Noble Honorable knight/Warrior, Sir Thurzo,

Ungvar = Uzgorod

With bleeding hearts (the blood of our heart) we write to you this letter. Night and day

we cry and plead that the Almighty give us strength, power and the will, that our lives

will be saved... Hungary has been the state, not the current pressuring Slovakia (I am not

sure if this was correctly translated. It may be part of a word that is cut off). The

Hungarian people have feelings (are sensitive people); they are chivalrous and are crying

together with us. The majority of the Jewish people strongly oppose the Bolshevism,

which crushed the religion, which without it (the religion) there can be no existence. Due

to Judaism’s restraints and obedience, the Jews fulfilled the government’s orders

faithfully. For thousands of years our constant thoughts were about our country

(Hungary), we spoke Hungarian, and we acted as Hungarians. We cried and dance with

joy, we wanted to be loyal soldiers for our sweet home. The vast majority of Jews never

did anything to offend our country. Let them take away our assets, let them work us, but

allow us to save our home and our lives and let us the least, be treated like the animals,

providing us food, and spare our lives. The Creator and the world will demand an account

for our suffering and our lives. The leaders of Hungary, the Hungarian people, the holy

land of Hungary are responsible for us. The Hungarians and the Jews are identical

(equal) children of the Creator. The Hungarian people are not pagan; they are kind to

their own families, they think of their parents and sweet children, kindly notice how they
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transport from the villages the old and the dying, and weeping hungry infants in rags in

the open air and the cold nights. Kindly notice how their 1arms are broken (hand are tied

or heats are broken) and they are pleading to heaven; and all the native Christians,

Hungarians, Ruthenium, at the end of the road, see the most barbarous mode, as the price

of goods in stock, Jewish people, Hungarian citizens. Why don’t they kill all (everyone)

in their own homes, which would be much more humane? We know that the situation is

difficult, but the Jews are not cause. If this situation happened in the past the perpetrators

would be punished and even the State would be accountable, but don’t exterminate the

innocent. Kindly give the holy father in Rome 2Mencius and the archbishop and all the

high priesthood, admonitions and thoughts of prayer, as we Jews constantly pray too.

Kindly consider the many tears that were shed, that every moment the 3Minaji Street

wage factor is reduced to (mercy and assistance) to beg for assistance. Kindly consider

the sacrifice and strength Hungary had for a thousand years, where Hungary never bent

(distorted/stooped) to such a terrible way, of killing ___?___ us. Our Christian Brothers

and sisters can see with their own eyes the local children, the old and the sick and those

walking on crutches ____?___ , “through hills they drag (carry) us!”, they cry. Let us be

deployed after the war in a humanitarian way if that is their wish. We will leave our

beloved sweet homes, our sweet country Hungary, which we yearn (desire) also, where

we too lived for a thousand years and where we produced people that worship our

creator. Have compassion towards us, (be kind/make it more pleasant) be gracious to

1 This may be an expression that is used in Hungarian…? May be similar to the expression “hands are tied”
or “broken hearts”?
2 Minaji Utca = Minaji Street. Minaji is a name of a street in Ungvar
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our relatives, our parents, our children that were from the villages and were transported to

the most terrifying threat of contagious diseases. We should be permitted to take them to

our place to live with us. Have compassion, be kind still today, every second counts. We

will pray for your people, for your governor (governor or government), for your

leaders, for your happiness, for your health, SOS

S.O.S S.O.S.

With official Eternal Loyalty
Ungvar April 17, 1944

and Guarded Respect

The Ungvar and the Carpathian Jewish Community

Copies of Witness:
Ungvar 1944 the 20th of the month of April

Signature

Official Officer


